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Elucidating halo structure by b decay:bg from the 11Li decay
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New values for theg ray intensities following theb decay of11Li are presented. Special emphasis is put on
the determination of the Gamow-Teller transition11Li → 11Be ~1/22, 320 keV! to the only bound excited state
in 11Be. We show that a shell-model calculation can simultaneously reproduce the half-life of11Li and the
newly measured branching ratio to the 1/22 state provided the11Li ground state wave function contains about
50% of s-wave neutron components.@S0556-2813~97!50301-3#

PACS number~s!: 23.40.Hc, 21.10.Pc, 21.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv
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This paper presents new data ong rays following theb
decay of 11Li. Contrary to predictions@1#, this nucleus was
identified in 1966@2# to be bound. The first spectroscop
information was obtained nine years later@3# at PS~CERN!
where the mass excess, two-neutron separation, and hal
were determined. In the following nine years theb decay
studies of11Li have uncovered many different decay mode
b2n @4#, b3n @5#, b6He @6#, andbt @7#. All were first ob-
served in the decay of11Li.

In 1985, Tanihataet al. @8# observed that the ratio of th
matter-to-charge radius of11Li is abnormally large. The
modeling of this nucleus as a core of9Li surrounded by two
distant neutrons@9# opened a new field of research: ha
nuclei. This subject has become a very attractive topic
nuclear physics in the last decade~see the recent reviews i
the field @10# and references therein!. The halo structure
which is investigated through nuclear reaction studies,
present challenges: a good understanding of the two neu
halo wave function has not yet been achieved.

Because the weak interaction is well understood, we h
decided to investigate the role played by the halo in theb
decay and vice versa. We try to obtain information about
wave function of the last two neutrons from the observ
b feeding to the different states in11Be. Various estimates
@11–15# indicate the presence of a substantial amount
1s1/2 components in the halo of

11Li. These components pla
a crucial role in theb decay of 11Li and may determine the
branching ratio to the unique bound excited state in11Be.
Since the two previously published measurements of
branching ratio gave very different values, 5.2~14!% @16#
and 9.2~7!% @17#, and since this transition is sensitive to th
structure of the11Li ground state, we have decided to reme
sure theg spectrum following the decay of11Li.

The experiment was performed at the PSB-ISOLD
~CERN! facility. The 11Li beam was produced by bombard
ing a 80 g/cm2 Ta target with a 2.4ms proton beam pulse o
550556-2813/97/55~1!/8~4!/$10.00
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1 GeV energy. It was then ionized on aW surface and accel-
erated to 60 keV for transport and mass separation. T
different experiments were performed in order to study th
bg branches of the11Li decay. In one experiment the11Li
beam was stopped in an aluminum foil. A plastic scintillato
to detectb particles and a HPGe detector forg ’s were situ-
ated close to the collection point, but outside the vacuu
chamber. The Ge detector was background shielded by a 2
mm thick lead sheet. An 8 mm thick Al absorber was place
in front of the Ge detector, since backscattering ofb ’s in the
detector gave a considerable distortion of theg lines. Spectra
of b-gatedg ’s, g singles, and time-gated~first 100 ms after
the proton pulse! b ’s and g ’s were recorded. An off-line
analysis showed that theb efficiency was energy dependent
We repeated this part of the experiment to more reliab
extract the branching ratio to the 320 keV level. The info
mation from both experiments was used to determine t

FIG. 1. Time-gated~gate5100 ms/proton pulse! 11Li g spec-
trum. The time-gate enhance the contamination lines produced
Ge(n,n8) reactions as seen in the energy range from 550 to 11
keV.
R8 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. g intensities from theb decay of11Li.

Eg Energy Levels~keV! I g %
~keV! Ei→Ef ~Ref. @29#! This work Ref.@16# Ref. @17#

219 6179.3→5959.9 in 10Be 0.55~10! 0.95 ~35! -
320 320.0→ 0.0 in 11Be 6.3~6! 5.2 ~14! 9.2 ~7!

2590 5958.3→3368.0 in 10Be 8.0~12! 3.5 ~10! -
2811 6179.3→3368.0 in 10Be 0.8~2! 1.6 ~7! -
3368 3368.0→ 0.0 in 10Be 29 ~3! 21 ~6! 35 ~3!
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relative intensities of theg emissions following the decay.
In the second experiment the11Li beam traversed a 100

mm thick 300 mm2 annular Si detector and was then stopp
in a 2 mm Alplate. An HPGe was placed outside the cha
ber behind a 10.6 mm thick Al flange.b particles,g rays,
and corresponding time information were recorded in co
cidences as well as in singles.

In both experiments a commercially available calibra
mixed source was used for efficiency determination.
56Co source was used to obtain a more precise determina
of the efficiency at high energies. A106Ru source was use
to calibrate theb-g coincidence efficiency. Calibration spe
tra recorded in ‘‘self-gate’’ mode yielded the efficiency
the coincidence setup at different energies. Furthermore
ratio Nbg/Ng50.14(1) from differentg transitions follow-
ing the 11Li decay is in good agreement with the calculat
geometrical solid angle of 15% for the surface barrierb de-
tector. This demonstrates that the intrinsic efficiency of thb
detector was approximately constant at 100% over the f
energy range of interest.

The intensity ratio between the 320 keVg line and the
2125 keVg line ~following the 11Be b decay! showed that
11Be was directly produced and ionized. This amounted
7.3~18!% of theA511 beam. Up to 10% contamination o
the alkali-earth elements is not unusual when this type
target-ion source unit is used. The branching ratio for
feeding from the11Li ~3/22) ground state to the 320 keV
excited level~1/22) in 11Be is found by normalizing with
the known total11Be 2125g-ray intensity ratio of 0.355~18!
@18#. Our result,b~320! 5 6.3~6!%,1 together with aQb
value of 20.62~3! MeV @19# and a T1/2 of 8.35~14! ms
~weighted averaged of the values given in Ref.@21# and Ref.
@20#! gives a logft equal to 5.73.

Figure 1 shows theg spectrum and Table I lists the ene
gies and intensities of the maing rays following the 11Li
decay. The intensities presented in this table are weigh
averages of the values obtained with the two described
ups. The assignment of the 2590 keVg transition followed
Ref. @20#. The results of De´trazet al. @16# are in reasonable
agreement with our present values, except for the 2590
g line. This is a very broad peak as seen in Fig. 1 and it
a very different shape than the 3368 keVg line. The shape of
theseg lines is determined by the Doppler broadening p
duced by the recoiling of the excited10Be nuclei populated
in bn emission. From the shape of the peak of theseg lines,

1We cannot explain the discrepancy with the value of Ref.@17#
since too few experimental details were given there.
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we can deduce the recoil energy of the excited10Be nuclei
and consequently the levels in11Be from which the neutron
was emitted. This method constitutes an interesting too
the study ofbn emission and the GT strength of the11Li b
decay~Ref. @21,22#!.

The new value for the branching ratio to the 320 keV st
in 11Be modifies thePin values for i51,2,3. The ratios
P2n/P1n50.048(5) andP3n/P 1n50.022(2) are taken from
Ref. @5,17#, respectively. If we neglect the contribution of th
decay to the ground state of11Be as well as that of thebt @7#
andbd @21# branches~in the order of 1024), we find

12b~320!5P1n1P2n1P3n , ~1!

which gives the following new values for the differentPin
branches:

P1n587.6~8!%,

P2n54.2~4!%,

P3n51.9~2!%.

From the experimental half-life,T1/258.35(14) ms, and
branching ratio, BR~1/22)56.3(6)%, we canextract the
‘‘experimental’’ value of the reduced Gamow-Teller trans
tion probability to the 320 keV level in11Be from,

B~GT!5
6146~6!~Ref.@23#!

f t
, ~2!

and

B~GT!5S gAgVD
2

^st&2, ^st&5

^ f uu(
k

skt6
k uu i &

A2Ji11
, ~3!

giving B(GT)50.011.
A shell-model calculation assuming a core of4He and

valence particles in thep shell with the interaction of Ref.
@24# gives the following predictions:B(GT)50.216 and
T1/251.45 ms ~using the bare GT operator! or,
B(GT)50.149 andT1/252.10 ms~using the quenching fac
tor 0.83 as in Ref.@25#!.

In order to explain these very large discrepancies,
shall proceed in a way similar to that of Suzuki and Otsu
in Ref. @14#, trying to understand not only theB(GT) value,
as they did, but also the half-life. Indeed, we shall use
new experimental value of the branching ratio.
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TABLE II. The half-life of 11Li and the B~GT! value to the 320 keV level of11Be for different percent-
ages of closedp shell.

Interaction gA 1s1/2 neutron % of closed Overlap B~GT! T1/2 ms
shell occupancy p shell ^0p3/2

p u0p1/2
n &

WBT/LKS 1.05 1.21 11 1.00 0.011 8.3
WBT/LKS 1.05 1.06 21 0.84 0.011 8.2
WBT/LKS 1.15 1.15 15 0.84 0.010 7.6
MK 1.15 0.74 20 0.84 0.012 11.7

EXP 0.011 8.35
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We start by assuming that thep-shell description is ad-
equate. Therefore, the neutron halo in11Li will be produced
by the neutron 0p1/2 orbit and there will be a mismatch wit
the protonp orbits in 11Be. Hence, the GT transition prob
ability will be reduced. It is extremely difficult to get a rel
able estimate of the overlap between these orbits. To ge
ate the radial wave functions, we have used a Woods-Sa
well, with parameters taken from Ref.@26#, except for
a50.57 fm. The resulting 0p1/2 neutron orbit in 11Li has
^r 2&1/255.0 fm while the protonp orbits in 11Be have
^r 2&1/252.6 fm. The overlap between them is 0.84. W
these values of the overlaps and the renormalized v
gA50.83gA(bare)51.05 we obtain: B(GT)50.070 and
T1/253.4 ms; still very far from the experimental result
Agreement could only be obtained for unrealistic values
the overlaps~smaller than 0.6!.

We are thus led to go beyond a purep-shell description,
i.e., we have to allow forsd components in the description o
11Li and 11Be. We have made unrestricted shell-model c
culations in the space spanned by the orbits 0p3/2, 0p1/2,
0d5/2, and 1s1/2, using an effective interaction that consis
of thep-shell part of the WBT interaction@24#, and the LKS
interaction@27# for the sd shell and the cross shell matri
eleents~WBT/LKS!. The resulting11Li wave function has
the following structure in the valence space,

F5a@~0p3/2!
p,~0p3/2!

4n,~0p1/2!
2n#

1b@~0p3/2!
p,~0p3/2,0p1/2!

n1n~1s1/2,0d5/2!
n2n# ~4!

(n neutron,p proton,n1 1 n2 5 6!.
In order to explore the influence of thesd components in

both the half-life of 11Li and the branching ratio to the 32
keV state in11Be, we have varied the energy gap betwe
the p and thesd shells—and, consequently, the percenta
of closedp shell—until the best possible agreement w
er-
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experiment is achieved. This has been done for different
ues of the overlap and for different values ofgA . We have
also made calculations using the interaction of Millener a
Kurath ~MK ! @28#. This interaction tends to give a less
occupancy of the 1s1/2 neutron shell, in favor of the 0d5/2
neutron shell, but their predictions are still compatible w
those of the WBT/LKS interaction. The results are shown
Table II. The percentage of configurations with two neutro
in the 1s1/2 neutron orbit is around 40% for the differen
WBT/LKS cases and 30% for MK. It is evident that theb
decay data demand a small percentage of closed~neutron!
p shell in the ground state of11Li correlated with a large
occupancy of the 1s1/2 neutron orbit. The occupation num
bers of the neutron orbits are on average 3.5, 1.0, 1.0, and
for the 0p3/2, 0p1/2, 1s1/2, and 0d5/2, respectively. There-
fore, in this picture the halo is dominantly ('50%) s wave.
Notice that this qualitative conclusion pertains to any of t
entries of Table II. Our results do not contradict those of R
@14#, but we predict moresdmixing than they do, partly due
to the new value of the branching ratio.

In conclusion, we have remeasured theg activity from the
11Li decay giving special attention to the determination
the GT strength to the 320 keV state in11Be due to the
relevance of this transition in the study of the 2n halo wave
function of 11Li. Our calculation shows that a substanti
s-wave neutron component ('50%) is needed in order to
bring theory and experiment into agreement for the half-
and for the branching ratio of the decay of11Li to the first
excited state of11Be.
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